In this article, the authors introduce a new theoretical framework for understanding intersensory development. Their approach is based upon insights gained from adults who experience synesthesia, in whom sensory stimuli induce extra cross-modal or intramodal percepts. Synesthesia appears to represent one way that typical developmental mechanisms can play out by magnifying connections present in early life that are pruned and/or inhibited during development but persist in muted form in all adults. As such, the study of synesthesia provides valuable insights into the nature of intersensory development. The authors review evidence on the perceptual reality and neural basis of synesthesia, then summarize developmental models and evidence that its underlying mechanisms are universal in adults. They illustrate how evidence for consistent sensory associations in adults leads to predictions about toddlers' perception and present 3 bodies of work that have confirmed those hypotheses. They end by describing novel hypotheses about intersensory development that arise from this framework. Such intersensory associations appear to reflect intrinsic sensory cortical organization that influences the development of perception and of language and that may constrain the learning of environmentally based associations.
At birth, babies can already recognize the mother's voice (DeCasper & Fifer, 1980; Ockleford, Vince, Layton, & Reader, 1988 ), but they must learn to associate that voice with the correct face. Later they must learn to associate the sound "ay" with the written letter A and a perfumey smell with roses. Classic theoretical approaches by Piaget (1952) and Gibson (1966) have generated empirical studies on infants' ability to transfer information learned in the lab across modalities and to recognize naturally occurring cross-modal correspondences. These studies indicate that some cross-modal associations are readily grasped by young infants, whereas others emerge later; researchers have explained the differences on the basis of the integration of schemas (Piaget) or amodal versus arbitrary correspondences (Gibson) . In this article, we introduce an alternative theoretical framework for understanding the development of cross-modal perception derived from recent findings about adult synesthesia.
For an adult with synesthesia, a stimulus induces not only the usual percept but also a seemingly automatic additional percept, often in a different sensory modality. For example, sound may induce color, with the specific color tied to the pitch or timbre of the sound: For a particular synesthete, a high C on a trumpet will induce the color vermillion, whereas the same note on a violin or a lower note on the trumpet will induce the color pink. Among the most common types of synesthesia is colored grapheme synesthesia, in which black letters and digits induce colored percepts, and time-space synesthesia, in which units of time (weekdays, months, digits) are laid out regularly in space (e.g., Simner et al., 2006) . Recent behavioral and neuroimaging studies (e.g., Hubbard, Arman, Ramachandran & Boynton, 2005; Muggleton, Tsakanikos, Walsh & Ward, 2007; Simner et al., 2006) have established the perceptual reality of synesthetic percepts and have documented that it occurs in roughly 5% of the adult population.
In this article, we present evidence that adult synesthesia can inform the study of the development of perception and even of language, because it appears to represent one way in which normal developmental mechanisms can play out. In a sense, it magnifies connections present in early life that are pruned and/or inhibited during development and that persist in muted form in all adults. Thus, the cross-modal connections that can be documented in adult synesthetes can be used to derive novel hypotheses about crossmodal links likely to be present in early childhood.
We begin by summarizing the scientific evidence about the nature of synesthesia and its neural basis. We then describe the two current theories of the developmental origins of synesthesia and note the implications of each for understanding typical development. We illustrate the value of our approach by showing how three hypotheses derived from adult synesthetes have led to novel tests of perception and language in toddlers and by describing additional hypotheses that could be tested. We end by contrasting this approach to the traditional approaches of Piaget and Gibson. report that they have had the extra percepts all their lives, and many experience more than one type of synesthesia. Some synesthetes indicate that the extra percepts are projected into specific locations in space, where they may be superimposed on real world stimuli (projectors), whereas others report that the extra percepts are in the mind's eye (associators; Dixon, Smilek, & Merikle, 2004 ; see also Ward & Sagiv, 2007) . Although the specific mappings vary among synesthetes, there is nevertheless some consistency across individuals and between the extra cross-modal percepts of synesthetes and the cross-modal associations of nonsynesthetic adults. It is from those consistencies that we derive developmental predictions later in this article.
Prevalence and Perceptual Reality
Synesthesia was historically dismissed as a rare phenomenon arising from overly vivid imagination-mainly in women. However, recent studies of the general population suggest that it occurs in 4%-5% of adults and is as common in men as in women (Simner et al., 2006) . Recent studies have also used a variety of techniques to establish its perceptual reality. One method has been to study the specificity and consistency of synesthetic percepts over time, compared to the cross-modal associations of the typical population. An early study of nine synesthetes with colored word hearing established consistency as a hallmark of synesthesia: The synesthetes chose the same color 92% of the time when given a surprise retest after 1 year, compared to 38% consistency in a control group given a retest that they had been told to expect after 1 week (Baron-Cohen, Harrison, Goldstein, & Wyke, 1993) . Similarly high rates of consistency have been shown in later studies of colored hearing synesthesia (Asher, Aitken, Farooqi, Kurmani, & Baron-Cohen, 2006; de Thornley Head, 2006; Ward, Huckstep, & Tsakanikos, 2006) , colored grapheme synesthesia (Dixon, Smilek, Cudahy, & Merikle, 2000; Eagleman, Kagan, Nelson, Sagaram, & Sarma, 2007; Edquist, Rich, Brinkman, & Mattingley, 2006; Mattingley, Rich, Yelland, & Bradshaw, 200l) , time-space synesthesia (Smilek, Callejas, Dixon, & Merikle, 2007) , and word-taste synesthesia (Ward & Simner, 2003) , with no overlap between the worst synesthetic score and the best control score.
Additional evidence for the perceptual reality of synesthesia comes from studies showing that synesthetic percepts interact with the perception of real-world stimuli as would be expected if they were perceptual phenomena, interfering with typical percepts if they are incongruent and facilitating typical percepts if they are congruent. The most prominent example is Stroop interference. Much as a color word (green) interferes with naming an incompatible color of ink (red), individuals with color grapheme synesthesia have difficulty naming the color of ink of a letter or digit if it induces an incompatible synesthetic color (Dixon et al., 2000; Mattingley et al., 200l; Mattingley, Payne, & Rich, 2006; . The incongruency causes longer reaction times and induces pupillary dilation (Paulsen & Laeng, 2006) . For example, a synesthete who reports that the digit 1 induces the color green will be slower to name the color of a red 1 than a black or green 1. In fact, subjects report an inability to suppress the incompatible synesthetic color, much as we cannot prevent ourselves from automatically processing the meaning of the word when it is irrelevant to the task of naming the color of ink (Mattingley et al., 2001 ). Stroop-like interference is largest when the real-world and synesthetic colors are opponent colors (red-green or blue-yellow), an effect suggesting that synesthetic color arises from the same opponent color mechanisms in the primary visual cortex and/or extrastriate visual area V4 as mediate normal color vision (Nikolié, Lichti, & Singer, 2007) .
Stroop-like interference also occurs for colored hearing: Synesthetes for whom auditory tones induce colors are slower to name the color of a visual patch when listening to an irrelevant tone that induces an incongruent rather than congruent color . Similarly, when individuals with colored graphemes are asked to name a letter formed from the arrangement of smaller letters (i.e., a large black letter A formed by the arrangement of smaller black Es), they are slower if the two letters induce incongruent synesthetic colors (Rich & Mattingley, 2003) . Like the results for the Stroop effect, these results suggest that the synesthetic percepts are automatic and not easily suppressed.
Synesthetic colors act like real colors in inducing a number of other perceptual phenomena-apparent motion, grouping during binocular rivalry, figure-ground segmentation, visual search, and attentional priming-in some cases inducing effects as strong as the interactions among real colors and in others effects that are similar but less strong (Hubbard et al., 2005; Hubbard, Manohar, & Ramachandran, 2006; Kim, Blake, & Palmieri, 2006; Laeng, Svartdal, & Oelmann, 2004; Mattingley et al., 2001 Mattingley et al., , 2006 Palmieri, Blake, Marois, Flanery, & Whetsell, 2002; Ramachandran & Azoulai, 2006; Smilek et al., 2007; Smilek, Dixon, Cudahy, & Merikle, 2001; Smilek, Dixon, & Merikle, 2003; Ward et al., 2006 ; but see Edquist et al., 2006; Sagiv, Heer, & Robertson, 2006) . Like the data on consistency over time, the behavioral findings that synesthetic percepts behave like typical percepts in perceptual and attentional tasks have established their perceptual reality.
Neural Basis of Synesthesia
Recent studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) reveal that during synesthetic percepts there is activation in the expected brain areas (e.g., areas normally activated by the inducing stimulus). In addition, there is activation in brain areas, usually contiguous, that respond when an external stimulus induces the synesthetic percept, even though, for the synesthete, the external stimulus is not needed. An example comes from an fMRI study of a synesthete ("JIW") who tastes words: Specific words evoke highly specific tastes ("Philip" evokes the taste of "oranges not quite ripe"; Ward & Simner, 2003, p. 241) . When JIW listened to words in the scanner, there was activation in the primary gustatory cortex (Brodman's area 43) that did not occur when he listened to tones (Ward & Simner, 2003) . Similarly, when synesthetes with colored hearing listen to inducers in the scanner (e.g., the sound of the letter L or of a trumpet that induces red), there is activity in visual cortical area V4/ V8, which plays a key role in the processing of color and form in typical perception (Aleman, Rutten, Sitskoorn, Dautzenberg, & Ramsey, 2001; Gray et al., 2006; Hubbard et al., 2005; Nunn et al., 2002; Paulesu et al., 1995; Stevens, Hansen, & Blakemore, 2006; Winawer & Witthoft, 2004) . In addition, in some studies, there was activation of the primary visual cortex, of a number of higher visual association areas, and of areas in the parietal cortex in the angular gyrus that bind color to shape.
Similarly, in synesthetes for whom black letters evoke colored percepts (i.e., who have colored grapheme synesthesia), viewing letters in the scanner causes activation in visual cortical area V4/V8, with some reports of additional activation in lower visual areas, including primary visual cortex V1, and in a number of higher cortical areas, including the intraparietal cortex (Hubbard et al., 2005; Rouw & Scholte, 2007; Sperling, Prvulovic, Linden, Singer, & Stirn, 2006 ; but see Rich et al., 2006; Weiss, Zilles, & Fink, 2005) . A role for the parietal cortex was confirmed by two studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to temporarily deactivate specific areas of the parietal cortex in synesthetes with colored graphemes: Silencing the right parietal-occipital area and, in some subjects, the right parietal area or the left parietaloccipital area, reduced the interference between synesthetically induced and real colors (Esterman, Verstynen, Ivry, & Robertson, 2006; Muggleton et al., 2007; see Rouw & Scholte, 2007 , for converging evidence of increased parietal connections in the left parietal cortex of grapheme color synesthetes). Like the fMRI results, these findings suggest a role for the areas of the parietal cortex that are involved in binding color to shape in typical perception. Overall, the neuroimaging results suggest that the brain connections mediating synesthesia are similar to those mediating typical perception.
Developmental Origins of Synesthesia
There are two predominant theories about the development of synesthesia, both of which are rooted in normal developmental processes. In the case of the cross-activation theory, synesthesia arises when the pruning of synapses is not completed between some contiguous brain areas (e.g., Maurer & Maurer, 1988; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001 ). In the case of the disinhibited feedback theory, synesthesia arises when the reentrant feedback that develops postnatally from higher cortical areas onto lower sensory cortical areas is not strong enough to inhibit effects from connections between primary sensory cortical areas (Grossenbacher & Lovelace, 2001) . By either account, cross-modal effects similar to those seen in adult synesthesia are expected to occur during early childhood and to persist in muted form even in typical adults.
Cross-Activation
In adults, each sensory cortical area is specialized for the processing of information from one sensory modality: Neurons in the visual cortex respond to input from the eyes; neurons in the auditory cortex respond to input from the ears, etc. The crossactivation theory is based on evidence that, across a number of species, sensory cortical areas are initially not as specialized as they become. Instead, there are transient connections between sensory cortical areas that are pruned during childhood in an experience-dependent manner. For example, in the kitten there are transient connections between the visual, auditory, tactile, and motor cortices (Dehay, Bullier, & Kennedy, 1984; Dehay, Kennedy, & Bullier, 1988) ; although such ubiquitous over-wiring does not appear to occur in the infant monkey brain, there are transient connections from auditory cortex to visual area V4 (Kennedy, Batardiere, Dehay, & Barone, 1997) , the color area that is active when adult synesthetes with colored hearing listen to an inducing sound. There is indirect evidence that the same phenomenon-a superabundance of connections between sensory cortical areas followed by experience-dependent pruning-occurs in humans and that the extra connections are functional during early childhood. For example, in the newborn, tactile stimulation of the wrist evokes activity over the somatosensory cortex, as it does in adults, but unlike adults, the response is enhanced if accompanied by the sound of white noise (Wolff, Matsumiya, Abrohms, van Velzer, & Lombroso, 1974) . In young infants, spoken language elicits activity over the auditory cortex, as expected, but unlike adults, it evokes just as much activity over the visual cortex; with age, the activity over the visual cortex diminishes, but it does not disappear until about age 3 (Neville, 1995) . Converging evidence comes from a study that used positron emission tomography as 2-month-olds watched faces: The faces elicited more activity than the control visual stimulus in the right inferior temporal gyrus, near the classic fusiform face area of adults, but unlike adults, they also elicited more activity in the left auditory cortex and left Broca's area that is later specialized exclusively for language (TzourioMazoyer et al., 2002 ; see also Huttenlocher, 1984; Huttenlocher, 1994; Huttenlocher & Dabholkar, 1997; Huttenlocher & de Courten, 1987; Huttenlocher, de Courten, Garey, & Van der Loos, 1982) . Combined with the animal data, these findings suggest that there are functional connections between sensory cortical areas during early childhood that are later pruned.
According to the cross-activation account, synesthesia occurs when some of the connections between sensory cortical areas (usually ones that are contiguous) are not pruned (Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001 ). Thus, synesthetic color is evoked because connections between area V4/V8 and areas mediating the perception of sound, words, graphemes, or taste were not pruned. Evidence for such extra connections was obtained in a recent study using diffusion tensor imaging to trace white matter tracks: Adults with colored grapheme synesthesia showed evidence of greater connectivity than did controls in three brain regions, including the word form area in the inferior temporal cortex that lies contiguous to V4/V8; the strength of hyperconnectivity correlated with the strength of projecting the synesthetic colors onto the inducing black letters (Rouw & Scholte, 2007) . Even in typical adults, some of those connections may not be pruned, leading to synesthetic-like cross-modal effects that do not reach conscious perception (see below).
Although the reason for the reduced pruning in synesthetes is not known, a genetic factor is suggested by its tendency to run in families (e.g., . In addition, studies of sensory deprivation suggest indirectly that the pruning of connections between sensory cortical areas is shaped by experience: When the normal input is missing because the child is blind or deaf, the primary sensory cortex missing its normal input does not develop normal specialization, but instead responds to input from other sensory modalities (reviewed in Maurer, Lewis, & Mondloch, 2005) . In adults blind from an early age, Braille reading (Sadato et al., 1996) , as well as the untrained tactile tasks of discriminating between vibrotactile gratings (Burton, Sinclair, & McLaren, 2004) and between embossed roman letters (Burton, McLaren & Sinclair, 2006) , recruit the visual cortex, including both extrastriate and primary visual cortices (for reviews, see Amedi, Merabet, Bermpohl, & Pascual-Leone, 2005; Maurer et al., 2005) . The ability of the blind group to discriminate Braille and embossed roman letters is impaired when visual cortical activity is reduced by applying TMS over the medial occipital cortex or from an occipital stroke (Cohen et al., 1997 (Cohen et al., , 1999 Hamilton, Keenan, Catala, & Pascual-Leone, 2000) , whereas sighted individuals' ability to discriminate embossed roman letters is impaired by TMS applied only over the sensorimotor cortex. In adults with congenital blindness, the visual cortex also responds to auditory stimuli and perhaps even language (e.g., Burton, Snyder, Diamond, & Raichle, 2002; Röder, Rösler, Hennighausen, & Nacker, 1996; Röder, Stock, Bien, Neville, & Rösler, 2002; Sadato et al., 1998; Sadato, Okado, Honda, & Yonekura, 2002) . Thus, it appears as if the visual cortex is recruited after early blindness for tactile and auditory perception. Similarly, in kittens whose eyes were removed at birth, neurons in the visual cortex give well-tuned responses to sound (Yaka, Yinon, & Wollberg, 1999) . These data converge in indicating that the specialization of sensory cortical areas is tuned by experience from the expected sensory modality, which may be favored because its input is stronger, faster, or more coherent over space and time than input from other sensory modalities. In the absence of the expected input-and perhaps to a lesser extent when there is a genetic predisposition to synesthesia-connections from the "wrong" sensory modality remain and influence perception.
Disinhibited Feedback
The alternative explanation of the development of synesthesia is that it arises from altered feedback from higher cortical areas onto lower sensory cortices (Grossenbacher & Lovelace, 2001 ). In the typical adult, the feedback strengthens firing of neurons consistent with the expected stimulus (e.g., neurons tuned to horizontal and vertical orientations when a square is expected or begins to be perceived) and inhibits inconsistent firing (e.g., neurons tuned to diagonal orientations or responding to input from an unexpected modality, such as audition). What happens in synesthesia, according to this account, is that some of the inhibitory feedback is disinhibited, allowing primary sensory cortical areas to be activated by unexpected input from the wrong sense. This account rests on the presumption that connections between sensory cortices are not all eliminated by pruning; instead, some remain but are normally functionally inhibited. Evidence for this presumption has emerged in recent animal studies: Sensory cortical areas that were traditionally thought to be unimodal receive input from other sensory areas. Thus, in the adult marmoset, there is evidence that the primary auditory cortex receives inputs from a number of visual cortical areas and from the somatosensory cortex; and in the monkey, the response of neurons in the primary auditory cortex is modulated by simultaneous visual input (reviewed in Bulkin & Groh, 2006) . Also in monkeys, there is evidence that neurons in the primary visual cortex with receptive fields in the periphery receive input from the primary auditory cortex (Falchier, Clavagnier, Barone, & Kennedy, 2002 ; see also Cappe & Barone, 2005; Rockland & Ojima, 2003) .
Indirect evidence for connections between sensory cortical areas in human adults comes from studies of the visual cortex of typical sighted adults after a period of visual deprivation (blindfolding; Pascual- Leone & Hamilton, 2001) . Over the course of 5 days of blindfolding, sighted individuals were taught to discriminate tactile patterns. From Day 2 onward, the visual cortex was increasingly active during these tactile tasks, and the somatosensory cortex was increasingly less active (Pascual-Leone & Hamilton, 2001) . TMS over the visual cortex disrupted the tactile discrimination as much as it does in subjects blind from an early age. A similar pattern of activation over the visual cortex occurred when the blindfolded adults discriminated between auditory tones, a task unlikely to be mediated by visual imagery. A half day after the blindfold was removed-after normal visual input was restored-auditory and tactile stimulation no longer caused activation of the visual cortex, and TMS over the visual cortex no longer interfered with discrimination, even if the blindfold was temporarily restored. In a more recent study, adults were blindfolded only briefly while they performed tactile discriminations in an fMRI scanner (Merabet et al., 2007) . The tactile stimuli produced significant activation in the primary visual cortex and significant deactivation in higher levels of the visual pathway, as would be expected if the activation of the primary visual cortex by touch is evident only if higher level responses are suppressed.
Collectively, these data suggest that the visual cortex of the typical adult favors visual input because it is stronger, faster, and/or more coherent and because neural responses to other inputs are normally inhibited. If the visual input is missing, the visual cortex readily responds to those other inputs. The evidence for short-term, reversible changes in cortical activation patterns after blindfolding suggests that functional connections between primary sensory cortical areas that persist into adulthood and are typically inhibited but can be disinhibited in the case of sensory deprivation and perhaps synesthesia. As would be expected, chemicals likely to modulate the level of inhibition (alcohol, caffeine) affect the reported intensity of synesthetic percepts (e.g., Ward & Simner, 2003) .
Implications
The theories of synesthesia have implications for understanding the development of the typical child. By both explanatory accounts, development involves the proliferation of connections between sensory cortical areas and then the specialization of each sensory cortex for a particular sensory modality. The specialization is driven by experience, which influences which connections are pruned and shapes reentrant feedback. The inhibitory aspects of that feedback are likely to be especially slow to develop (see Burkhalter, 1993 , for evidence for the visual cortex). Moreover, some of the extra, wrong connections appear to persist into adulthood as conscious percepts in synesthetes and as influences on perception in the typical adult (see next sections). These explanations imply that such cross-modal influences will be even stronger during early childhood, before pruning of many of the excess connections between sensory cortices and before the development of inhibitory reentrant feedback. They also imply that synesthesia is an exaggeration of processes common to us all (e.g., Marks, 1975 Marks, , 1982 Mulvenna & Walsh, 2006; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001; Sagiv & Ward, 2006; Ward et al., 2006) . That exaggeration makes explicit the connections in the typical adult brain that might not otherwise be suspected and the connections that are likely to have influenced the perception of the developing child.
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These developmental processes-of experience-dependent pruning and reentrant feedback-have clear adaptive value and an unexpected side-effect: cross-modal and cross-dimensional correspondences that are not readily explained by learning.
Clues to the associations present in early development come from the consistencies in the relationship between specific inducers (e.g., the pitch of a middle C) and specific synesthetic percepts (e.g., red) among individual synesthetes and in the cross-modal associations of typical adults (e.g., common color associates to middle C). Particularly compelling are cases where there is evidence for the same connection in the percepts of synesthetes and the cross-modal associations of typical adults (e.g., is middle C red for both?). In the next section, we give three examples of hypotheses we have generated based on such consistency and have tested in typically developing toddlers. In each case, the cross-modal or cross-dimensional correspondence is not obvious: It is not amodal and not predominant in the environment. Yet the consistencies among synesthetic and nonsynesthetic adults suggest that it may arise from the intrinsic wiring of the nervous system and hence influence the perception of young children. In presenting this argument, we do not imply that adults' cross-modal perception arises only from the effects of pruning and inhibition on intrinsic connections among sensory cortical areas. Learning clearly also plays a role as the child learns face-voice associations, the color of familiar foods, the noise that trains make, etc., but the influences we describe here may also constrain that learning, facilitating the learning of some associations and interfering with the learning of others.
Using Synesthesia to Make Predictions About
Toddlers' Perception
Although the specific synesthetic percepts of each synesthete are idiosyncratic, there is some consistency across individuals and with the cross-modal associations of typical adults. In this section, we illustrate three bodies of work in which we use those consistencies to derive hypotheses about the cross-modal and crossdimensional perception of toddlers.
Pitch-Lightness
Synesthetic adults with colored hearing experience brighter percepts in response to sounds of higher pitch and darker percepts in response to sounds of lower pitch (e.g., a higher pitched C elicits a brighter red; Marks, 1974; Ward et al., 2006) . Likewise, nonsynesthetic adults match tones of higher pitch to lighter colors and tones of lower pitch to darker colors (Marks, 1974; Ward et al., 2006) . Moreover, the pitch of a distracting noise affects their accuracy and speed in making a two-choice luminance discrimination: They are faster and more accurate if the distracter has a higher auditory frequency when the correct answer is the lighter of the two visual stimuli (Marks, 1987) . Similarly, the luminance of a distracting light affects their performance when discriminating auditory frequency: They are faster and more accurate on trials when the distracter is lighter if the correct answer is the higher auditory frequency (Marks, 1987) . These consistencies between synesthetic and typical adults suggest there are natural mappings between pitch and lightness that may be present in early childhood. Toddlers (2.5-3 years of age) demonstrate the same pitchlightness correspondence as do adults. This was shown in a study in which toddlers observed two simultaneously bouncing balls, one light and one dark, accompanied by a lower pitched or higher pitched sound. When asked which ball was making the noise, toddlers consistently matched the lower pitched sound to the darker ball and the higher pitched sound to the lighter ball (Mondloch & Maurer, 2004) . This correspondence between pitch and lightness is unlikely to arise from experience with the association in the environment, as lighter objects do not consistently make higher pitched sounds in the world (e.g., a brown mouse has a high-pitched squeak, the same as a white mouse). Thus, pitch and lightness are associated sensory dimensions that could be naturally biased by cortical connectivity between neighboring sensory cortical areas.
Toddlers, like both synesthetic and nonsynesthetic adults, also connect higher pitch to smaller balls (Mondloch & Maurer, 2004 ; see also Marks, 1974) . This could be an additional example of a natural bias, or it might arise from experience (e.g., mice squeak but lions roar; children have higher pitched voices than adults). Alternatively, it could result from a dynamic interplay of natural biases and learning. For example, there may be an initial natural bias to associate pitch and size. This would help the developing child to understand the statistics of the environment. Learning these statistics would reinforce the strength of this association as the child gains experience in a world where smaller organisms tend to make higher pitched sounds.
Color-Letters
The second case concerns the connection between letters of the alphabet and color. Although each individual grapheme-color synesthete has a unique colored alphabet, there are some letters of the alphabet that tend to be associated with the same colors across synesthetes (e.g., ϳ 40% of synesthetes say that A is red, perhaps because they learned early in life that "A is for apple" and apples are red; Day, 2004; Rich, Bradshaw, & Mattingley, 2005; Simner et al., 2005) . Likewise, nonsynesthetic adults do not typically associate letters with colors, but when asked to do so, they tend to agree on the choice for some letters of the alphabet-the same ones for which synesthetes with colored graphemes show consistency (Rich et al., 2005; Simner et al., 2005) . Some of the consistent letter-color associations appear to be based upon literacy: For example, English-speaking subjects commonly associate G with green. However, some of the consistent color-letter associations cannot be explained easily by literacy. For example, at levels far exceeding chance, English-speaking adults, whether synesthetic or nonsynesthetic, associate X and Z with black, O and I with white, and C with yellow (Day, 2004; Rich et al., 2005; Simner et al., 2005) . Although more cross-lingual studies are needed, an initial study of German-speaking adults suggests that at least some colorletter associations are consistent between English-speaking synesthetes and English-and German-speaking nonsynesthetic adults .
Because letters are stimuli that have to be learned, one might not expect preliterate children to associate letters with colors in the same manner as do adults. Although toddlers may recognize the letter G, they do not know that G is the first letter of the word green and hence are unlikely to associate G with green on the basis of knowledge of the written language. Consistent with this prediction, in the four cases we have tested, toddlers did not consistently associate letters to colors when there is an apparent literacy basis for their mapped colors in adults (e.g., G for green; A for red; B for blue; Y for yellow; Spector & Maurer, 2007b , 2007c , 2008a . These associations were demonstrated by typical adults and literate 7-and 9-year-old children (Spector & Maurer, 2007a , 2007b , 2008a . However, in four other cases where the adult association does not have a ready literary explanation, toddlers made the association to the same colors as are common in synesthetic percepts and typical adult cross-modal associations: They expected the X and Z to be hidden in a black box and the I and O to be hidden in a white box (Spector & Maurer, 2007b , 2007c , 2008a . Further, the consistent matching for I, Z, X, and O was based upon the shape and not the sound of the letter (Spector & Maurer, 2007d , 2008a . These results indicate that although some shapecolor associations are based on learning the written language, others cannot be easily explained by learning. Rather, these associations may result from naturally biased associations between shape and color that reflect intrinsic cortical connectivity between neighboring sensory cortical areas. These connections seem to persevere into adulthood, as shown by the persistence into adulthood of the associations not readily explained by literacy (O and I, white; X and Z, black; Day, 2004; Rich et al., 2005; Simner et al., 2005) . Furthermore, although intrinsic sensory cortical organization may initially bind color to shape, the development of literacy can induce additional associations, as shown by the emergence around age 7 in English-speaking children of the association of A to red and G to green, B to blue and Y to yellow-perhaps as a result of differential recruitment of higher order networks as letters take on meaning (Spector & Maurer, 2008a) .
Sound-Shape
In the third case, we evaluated whether intrinsic cross-modal associations may influence the development not only of perception but also of language. The hypothesized connections were based on evidence that typical adults have biases to associate specific shapes and properties of stimuli to particular sounds (Kohler, 1929; Lindauer, 1990; Marks, 1996; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001 ). For example, sharp visual shapes go with words that produce a small, constricted movement of the tongue and mouth (e.g., spike, point). This idea is supported by an experiment in which adults were asked to make a forced choice between a rounded and a jagged shape as the referent for a nonsense word. When asked to match the nonsense words takete and maluma to the shapes, most adults answered that takete was the jagged shape and maluma was the rounded shape (Kohler, 1929; Lindauer, 1990) . This effect has been replicated with modified shapes and words (e.g., kiki and bouba) in English-speaking adults and in 8-to 14-year-old children who spoke Swahili and the Bantu dialect of Kitongwe, but not English (Davis, 1961; Holland & Wertheimer, 1964; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001 ). Ramachandran and Hubbard (2001) speculate that these phenomena arise from connections between contiguous cortical areas mediating decoding of the visual percept of the nonsense shape (round or angular), the appearance of the speaker's lips (open and round or wide and narrow), and the feeling of saying the same words oneself. They argue that these connections lead to natural mappings between sound and shape that sometimes lead to synesthesia but which are present in some form in everyone.
In addition to shape correspondences to nonsense words (e.g., kiki), consistency in shape associations with sound can occur for real words and symbols in foreign languages. For example, Hebrew-speaking adults with no knowledge of Chinese matched Chinese characters to their corresponding Hebrew words with an accuracy above chance (Koriat & Levy, 1979 ). Likewise, when tested with Huambisan (a Jivaroan language from north-central Peru), naïve English-speaking adults accurately sorted words they heard in Huambisan into those naming birds and those naming fish (Berlin, 1994) , perhaps because bird names tend to contain nonrounded vowels and fish names tend to contain rounded vowels. Such findings support the idea that some sound symbolism is universal across languages. Thus, we may have naturally biased associations between nonrounded vowel sounds and objects that contain angular contours (like a bird) and between rounded vowel sounds and objects that contain rounded contours (like a fish). This natural bias may have driven the evolution of the Huambisan language to designate words with nonrounded vowels to represent birds. Likewise, these associations may have influenced the evolution of our own language, such that we can easily figure out the meaning of words in an unknown language (see Day, 2004; Koriat & Levy, 1979; Nuckolls, 1999; and Tanz, 1971 , for supporting cross-language evidence). These naturally biased associations may also influence the language development of an individual child and contribute to the ease with which the child learns semantic mappings. The relationship between the natural mappings and the semantics of the language will be one of mutual influence: As the child acquires the vocabulary of the language, some of the natural correspondences between shape and sound will be reinforced, and others will be altered because they are not common in the child's language (see Nuckolls, 1999; Smith & Sera, 1992) .
From this perspective, we expect that language-learning children will associate nonsense words with rounded vowels with unfamiliar rounded shapes and nonsense words with unrounded vowels with unfamiliar angular shapes. A vowel is considered rounded or nonrounded based on the shape of the mouth and lips when pronouncing the phoneme represented by the vowel. For example, for the phoneme /i/, as in the word beat, the corners of the mouth are drawn back into a narrow elliptical shape, whereas for the phoneme /o/, as in code, the lips are rounded and slightly protruded (Dale, 1976) . We tested for the predicted association in English-speaking toddlers to ascertain whether the influence is present early enough in development that it might indeed influence the learning of language. We played a game with English-speaking toddlers in which we contrasted four pairings of nonsense words containing rounded and nonrounded vowels and asked the child to choose which of two unfamiliar shapes, one round and one angular, the nonsense words corresponded to. The contrasting shapes were ones known to be optimal for stimulating cortical area V4v, the area active during forms of synesthesia that involve language (see above). As predicted, toddlers, like the nonsynesthetic control adults, associated the nonsense words that contained nonrounded vowels (e.g., "tee-tay," "tuh-kee-tee") with the jagged shapes and the nonsense words with rounded vowels (e.g., "go-gaa," "maa-boomaa") with the rounded shapes (Maurer, Pathman, & Mondloch, 2006) . There is also evidence to suggest that there are no natural mappings in toddlers between contrasting consonants (stop vs. approximate) and rounded versus jagged shapes (Spector & Maurer, 2008b ; see also Holland & Wertheimer, 1964; Westbury, 2005) .
We cannot rule out an experiential explanation for sound-shape mappings in toddlers, as toddlers have had enough experience with words and the objects that they represent to pick up statistical regularities in English semantics. It is possible that words that have nonrounded vowels tend to represent objects that are sharp and that words that have rounded vowels tend to represent objects with curved contours. However, it is also possible that this effect represents a naturally biased association between shape and the sound of the phoneme, between shape and the sight of the shape of the mouth when producing the sound, and/or between shape and the feeling (amount of oral constriction) needed to produce the same sound oneself, and that these natural associations influenced the evolution of language itself, as described above (Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001) . Within this framework, words used to represent sharper objects would develop to have phonemes that constrict the mouth, taking advantage of natural biases. Clearly we cannot differentiate natural biases from learning by studying people who have had significant experience with the statistics of language mappings, such as adults and even toddlers. Rather, we should examine the understanding of sound-shape correspondences in infants who are just beginning to learn language and hence have not developed a large enough vocabulary to notice the regularities. Similar studies across infants learning different languages would also be helpful, because languages appear to differ in the extent to which they make use of the natural correspondences (Day, 2004; Nuckolls, 1999) .
The first two examples included in this section (pitch-lightness and color-letter) involve sensory associations that are present in adults and toddlers and unlikely to be based entirely on learning. Instead, they seem to be natural biases in sensory associations that could reflect cortical organization present at birth. As such, we predict that the same patterns of association will be present in infants. The origins of the vowel-shape association are less clear and need to be elucidated by studies of infants. In future studies, it would also be fruitful to test the other common forms of sound symbolism in infants and young children who are in the process of learning language.
Evidence From Adults: New Hypotheses
About Development
The evidence of consistency in sensory associations between groups and across ages provides support for the idea that functional connections within and between sensory areas that are present at birth persevere to some extent into adulthood. This perseverance may be selectively exaggerated in synesthesia through the mechanisms common to us all: selective pruning and inhibition. From this perspective, consistent associations found among synesthetes or among typical adults are likely to be present in early development as influences on perception, constraints on the learning of environmentally based associations, and effects on the readiness with which new words are learned. In this section, we describe such consistent associations that have not yet been tested in children.
A Common Code for Magnitude
Some cross-modal matching seems to be the manifestation of a multisensory code for magnitude: more in one modality translates into more in another modality. For example, nonsynesthetic adults match louder tones (more sound) to larger objects (more size; Smith & Sera, 1992) and louder noises to brighter lights (more light; Marks, 1987) . Similarly, synesthetic adults with colored hearing report that louder sounds induce brighter percepts (Marks, 1974) .
This kind of multisensory magnitude association occurs for more complex displays as well. For example, adults' perception of note duration can be modified by visual information. This was demonstrated by an interesting study in which subjects were asked to rate the duration of a note from a marimba, a percussion instrument played by raising a mallet into the air, then rapidly lowering the hand and bouncing the mallet off a bar (Schutz & Lipscomb, 2007) . Percussionists agree that the length of the gesture of mallet lowering does not affect the duration of the physical note. When given only auditory or only visual information, adults did not rate notes with the same actual duration as different when they were accompanied by long or short gestures. However, when given both auditory and visual information, adults rated the notes from a long gesture as longer in duration than those from a short gesture, despite the fact that the notes were of the same duration and the subjects had been instructed to make their ratings on the basis of auditory information only (Schutz & Lipscomb, 2007) . Thus, for adults, the magnitude of visual information in the form of length of arm movement influences the magnitude of the perceived note duration.
Magnitude matching also affects the production of language. In one experiment, adults watched an animation of a dot moving left or right at different speeds and were asked to report the direction in which the dot was moving (left or right; Shintel, Nusbaum, & Okrent, 2006) . Analysis of the verbal reports revealed that the mean duration of speech was shorter (i.e., words spoken faster) when describing the direction of the faster dots and longer (i.e., words spoken slower) for the slower dots. Independent listeners were accurate at guessing the speed of the dot based on the speech alone. This represents a more complex example of magnitude translation, namely, a translation involving visual speed and motor phonation. Similarly, adult speakers spontaneously increase or decrease pitch when describing motion up or down, respectively (Shintel et al., 2006) . This pitch change is not related to the phonetics of the words, as demonstrated by a control condition in which participants were instructed to say "bup" or "bown."
Concurrent multisensory stimulation can also affect the perceived magnitude of a stimulus. For example, adults perceive white noise presented with light as louder than when presented alone (Odgaard, Arieh, & Marks, 2004) . Similarly, adults rate near-threshold light flashes as brighter when accompanied with a burst of white noise (Stein, London, Wilkinson, & Price, 1996) . In the realm of the chemical senses, adding red to a solution that smells like strawberry increases adults' perception of the intensity and pleasantness of the odor (Zellner & Kautz, 1990) , just as increasing the amount of red color increases the perceived sweetness of a sucrose solution (Johnson & Clydesdale, 1982) . Although some of these effects may be based on learned expectancy or modulation of attention, they occur even when the color and odor or flavor are mismatched: Red lemon smells stronger than pink lemon, which in turn smells stronger than colorless lemon (Zellner & Kautz, 1990) .
The correspondence between magnitudes in different modalities could be learned from the statistics of the environment: Larger objects do tend to make louder sounds, for example. However, this cross-modal magnitude translation extends to examples not readily explained by learning (e.g., speed-phonation), and there is evidence for a form of it at birth. After habituation to a brighter or darker light, newborns respond less to an intense or soft sound, respectively, a result suggesting that they had habituated to the intensity of the light and translated it into the auditory domain (Lewkowicz & Turkewitz, 1980) . However, it is possible that a cross-modal magnitude code represents another natural bias in the associations between sensory modalities without specific learning. Such a code may facilitate the learning of cross-modal correspondences that are present in the environment. From this perspective, humans are born equipped with the cortical connections necessary to make sense of correspondences they can expect to find in the world, thus leaving more energy for learning correspondences that are individually meaningful, such as Mom's voice and face. This perspective could be tested by probing connections documented in adults, but it has not yet been tested developmentally. Specifically, we predict that from birth, infants will display the same pattern of association as adults between loudness and size and lightness, spatial magnitude and note duration, and vision and tactile acuity. As soon as they learn to speak, they will also show the same connections as adults from pitch and speed of phonation to the movement of an object.
Cross-Modal Influences Not Based on Magnitude
In addition to a common intersensory code for magnitude, there are other consistent associations found in adults that provide clues about the nature of early intersensory perception. We provide examples in this section.
Influences on vision from timbre and pitch. Just as pitch and lightness are correlated sensory dimensions (see above), so are timbre (the quality of a pitch that differs when it is played, for example, by different instruments) and chroma (color saturation). Synesthetic adults with colored hearing report that the timbre of a pitch affects the saturation of the induced color, such that a note played from a piano induces a more saturated color percept than a pure tone of the same pitch, with midrange notes (e.g., C) reported as eliciting the most colorful percepts . Nonsynesthetic adults asked to associate pitch with color show the same relationship between timbre, pitch, and chroma, although they are less consistent in their choices from an initial to a repeat test 2-3 months later, and their color associations do not interfere with performance on behavioral tasks like the Stroop test or spatial cueing. The common patterns among synesthetes and between synesthetic and nonsynesthetic adults suggest that there are natural correspondences between timbre, pitch, and color that may be present early in development and influence the child's learning of music.
Synesthetic adults also report that higher pitched sounds induce more angular percepts than do lower pitched sounds (Marks, 1974) . Likewise, nonsynesthetic adults are faster at responding to angular-rounded shapes when simultaneously presented with high-pitched-low-pitched tones, respectively (Marks, 1987) . Thus, we predict that young children will show these additional crossmodal associations between pitch and shape that will influence cross-modal perception and the ease of language mapping (words with higher pitched vowels will be more easily associated to angular shapes; metaphors consistent with the mappings will be easier to learn).
Influences on the perception of visual events. One of the best examples of multisensory modification of unimodal stimuli is the illusory flash effect, in which the perception of a visual stimulus is induced by sound (Shams, Kamitani, & Shimojo, 2000) . Specifically, when a single flash is presented concurrently with multiple short beeps, adults perceive the single flash as multiple flashes. Likewise, when a single flash is presented along with tactile stimulation in the form of two concurrent taps, adults report seeing two flashes (Violentyev, Shimojo, & Shams, 2005) . The timing of the auditory illusory flash effect and the evoked related potentials associated with it suggest that it results from direct connections from the auditory to visual cortex, rather than feedback from the higher multimodal cortex (Mishra, Martinez, Sejnowski, & Hillyard, 2007 )-the same connections that appear to be functional in early infancy and to be only partially pruned and/or inhibited during development (see above). Thus, we predict that there should be strong illusory flash effects in infants and young children that may make it difficult for them to accurately disambiguate a multimodal environment into separate unimodal events-an adaptive limitation, because input from discrete events is normally correlated across modalities.
Influences between vision and the chemical senses. Smell intensity and color lightness are correlated, as nonsynesthetic adults associate more intense (concentrated) smells with darker colors and less concentrated smells with lighter colors (Kemp & Gilbert, 1997) . Nonsynesthetic adults also match certain smells to specific colors in a nonrandom fashion (Gilbert, Martin, & Kemp, 1996) . For example, the smell of bergamot (bee balm) is highly associated with yellow, and caramel is highly associated with brown. Some of these examples can be easily explained by learning. For example, the smell of a lemon is likely to be associated with the color yellow. Not surprisingly, an appropriately colored solution (e.g., light yellow) can facilitate adults' identification of an odor (e.g., lemon; Zellner, Bartoli, & Eckard, 1991) . However, the association between more intense smells and darker colors cannot be entirely based upon learning, because ammonia, bleach, and garlic (for example) possess intense smells but have light colors, and eggplant, tree bark, and cola (for example) have mild odors but dark colors. In addition, dark-colored paint or dark-colored animals (for example) are not likely to have more intense smells than light paint or light-colored animals. Nor is there an obvious learning explanation for some of the specific color associations (e.g., grey or black for tarragon oil, brown for patchouli oil). Some of these associations could instead be caused by perseverant cortical connections that link sensory cortical areas; in that case we predict that these associations will be present and stronger in adults with olfactory synesthesia and in young children, in whom they may influence food preferences (e.g., more apprehension about tasting novel brown foods because they are expected to have stronger flavors).
Collectively, these results show that seemingly arbitrary sensory information in one modality can facilitate adults' perception of a stimulus in another modality. Although there is no doubt that experience plays a role, this facilitation cannot be fully explained by learning, because in many of the examples the related stimuli do not typically occur together. Our framework suggests that these effects reflect direct multisensory connections that influence perception throughout development, modified as the child learns individual cross-modal associations (lemons are yellow; Mom has a distinctive face and voice) and the semantics of the particular language.
Methods for Testing the Hypotheses
In the last two sections, we suggested a number of cross-modal and cross-dimensional connections that our framework indicates should be present in early childhood. In each case, there are consistent percepts elicited by specific inducers in adults with synesthesia and/or consistent cross-modal or cross-dimensional effects in typical adults. Although some of the associations may be based on learning to recognize common links in the environment (e.g., larger organisms make lower pitched sounds), others are not readily explained by learning (e.g., lower pitched sounds come from both lighter and darker organisms). To test the predictionsand to evaluate the possible role of learning-it is necessary to test these predictions with infants who have had minimal opportunities to learn common links in the environment and with young children who have not yet learned to read or to understand metaphorical uses of language. (Note that the most common synesthetic percepts-and many of our predictions-involve vision [i.e., color, shape, and/or spatial location] and hence are not likely to have been influenced by experience in utero).
The predictions about the intersensory associations discussed above could be tested with the methodology devised by Bahrick to test infants' understanding of arbitrary cross-modal correspondences (e.g., pitch with shape or color; face with voice): Infants are habituated to two specific cross-modal pairings (the face of Woman A paired with Voice A; the face of Woman B paired with Voice B), and following habituation, are tested for recovery when the pairings are switched (e.g., Face A with Voice B; e.g., Bahrick, 1992 Bahrick, , 1994 Bahrick, , 2001 Bahrick, Hernandez-Reif, & Flom, 2005) . Using this method, Bahrick demonstrated that young infants are sensitive to changes in the amodal property of temporal synchrony between visual and auditory impact at the youngest age tested (4 weeks): After habituating to alternating views of two different object clusters that make distinctive sounds as they hit a surface, they dishabituate when the sound and visual impact are out of sync. However, they do not dishabituate until much later (4 -7 months) when arbitrary cross-modal correspondences are switched (e.g., the high-pitched impact of a yellow metal washer versus the lower pitched impact of an orange metal nut), and even then, temporal synchrony facilitates the learning of the correspondence (e.g., Bahrick, 1992 Bahrick, , 2001 Bahrick & Pickens, 1994; Bahrick, et al., 2005 ; see also Flom & Bahrick, 2007) . We predict that the associations outlined above will be evident with this method at 4 weeks of age, long before the emergence of sensitivity to learned arbitrary correspondences. This method appears to be more sensitive than preferential looking for revealing cross-modal understanding in young infants: When presented with two visual stimuli, only one of which matches a centrally presented sound, infants often respond randomly, despite showing evidence with the habituation switch method of cross-modal matching (e.g., Bahrick et al., 2005) . In addition, some studies have found that babies look at the matching stimulus (e.g., mother's face when hearing mother's voice), whereas other studies have found that babies look at the nonmatching stimulus (e.g., stranger's face when hearing mother's voice; the moving legs from a moment before or of another baby instead of the current movements of the baby's own legs; Bahrick, & Watson, 1985; Rochat & Morgan, 1995; Schmuckler, 1996) . Such inconsistent findings from the preferential looking technique make it difficult to draw conclusions about which stimuli the baby links across modalities. The habituation-switch method seems preferable.
A similar habituation-switch design could be used to test hypotheses about natural mappings between properties of objects and of words. When infants are habituated to two word-object pairings and then tested with switched pairings, 14-month-old infants show recovery, indicating that they have learned the arbitrary wordobject pairings in the lab (Werker, Cohen, Lloyd, Casasola, & Stager, 1998) . When the difference between the words is acoustically minimal ("bih" vs. "dih"), infants do not learn the wordobject mappings with this laboratory procedure until 17 months of age (Werker, Fennell, Corcoran, & Stager, 2002) . Even with more easily distinguished words, 8-and 12-month-old infants show evidence of remembering the words and remembering the objects, but not of remembering the association between them (Werker et al., 1998) . This paradigm could be used to test whether the associations predicted from this framework (e.g., "bouba" as the name of an ameboid shape; "tikey" as the name for a type of fish) are easier for infants to learn, such that they can be learned at a younger age or after shorter training during habituation, or such that they endure for a longer time after training.
It is of theoretical interest to test the predicted cross-modal and cross-dimensional associations in toddlers, rather than infants, when there is no obvious environmental explanation of how the cross-modal association would have developed postnatally. The advantage of testing toddlers over infants is that they understand simple verbal instructions and can be tested with methods that yield more easily interpreted data from more test points. The advantage of testing toddlers over testing older children or adults is that they have been minimally influenced by culturally mediated associations evident in the metaphorical use of language and do not know how to read. On the basis of our experience with toddlers (Maurer et al., 2006; Mondloch & Maurer, 2004; Spector & Maurer, 2008a) , we recommend forced choice procedures embedded in a story or game in which the child guesses in which of two containers something is hidden ("I'm looking for my friend the X. Xs look like this. Where do you think my friend is hiding?") or guesses which of two objects a story character is looking for ("One of these toys is called maluba; the other is called takete. Mr.
Mouse is looking for the maluba. Could you find it for him, please?"). In using these methods, it is important to include validity trials that follow the same structure but use real world correspondences the toddler should understand (e.g, "trees are green"); to include the data from experimental trials only if validity trials are passed; to limit the number of test trials so as to collect data only when the toddlers are fresh and attentive (no more than four, in our experience); and to set up the procedure so that the experimenter does not know the location of the expected answer and hence cannot inadvertently cue the child (the Clever Hans phenomenon).
Comparison to Other Approaches
Our framework complements that of Piaget: Like Piaget, we acknowledge a role for learning from cross-modal associations in the environment; but unlike Piaget, we also posit some intrinsic cross-modal links that do not depend on interaction with the environment. Piaget characterized the development of cross-modal perception as the integration of separate sensory systems mediated through the linking of schemas for acting on the world (Piaget, 1952) . Piaget emphasized an action-centered development in which the infant learns about the sensory properties of the world by actively exploring it, and intermodal coordination cannot occur until the infant has first learned to act on the world with each sensory modality. Development proceeds by the development of schemas-repetitive patterns of actions on the environmentinvolving one sensory modality: a looking schema, a grasping schema, a listening schema, etc. Initially, during the first two stages of sensorimotor intelligence, these schemas are linked only by automatic reciprocal assimilation in which the assimilation of an object to one schema (listening to the sound of a rattle) engages a second schema (looking at the rattle) with which it has become linked. According to Piaget, these initial links between senses do not represent any type of cross-modal understanding (e.g, the infant does not understand that the rattle being looked at is the same as the rattle being heard) but rather the automatic linking of motor behaviors. It is only later-during Stage 4 of sensorimotor intelligence, toward the end of the first year-that the flexible linking of schemas develops that reflects intermodal understanding. Consistent with this perspective, improvements in crossmodal recognition have been documented between 6 and 12 months of age. For example, 12-month-olds visually recognized an object after a short period of haptic or oral manipulation, but 6-month-olds failed to show evidence of oral-visual transfer (Gottfried, Rose, & Bridger, 1977; see Rose & Ruff, 1987 , for a review). Piaget described a similar developmental trajectory for imitation of complex actions. The ability to imitate involves crossmodal transfer from seeing or hearing someone else's actions (e.g., from vision or audition) to one's own actions (e.g., motor commands; proprioceptive feedback from one's own actions). When Piaget said "Papa" to his 9-month-old infant son, his son responded "Papa" or "baba" (Piaget, 1952) . When Piaget said "Papapapapapa," his son responded "papapapapapa." Beyond the association of the sound of a voice to the sight of a mouth movement, Piaget noted that the infant had learned to link those stimuli in a meaningful cross-sensory way to his own schema of phonation. Toward the end of the first year of life, there are similar improvements in the imitation of complex motor actions (e.g., tapping a table; Jones, 2007) .
The framework presented here also complements that of Gibson; like Gibson, we posit initial cross-modal associations that do not depend on learning, but unlike Gibson, we posit that those links extend beyond amodal perception. According to the Gibsonian perspective, young infants are sensitive to sensory information that is invariant across modalities, or amodal (i.e., not specific to any one modality; Gibson, 1966) . Within this framework, infants are born with the capacity to perceive amodal events, which helps to unite the multisensory aspects of the world through intersensory redundancy (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2004) . For example, infants as young as 3 weeks of age appear to understand the temporal synchrony between the sight of an object impacting a surface and the sound of the impact (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000) . The sound of an object's impact is inherent in the sight of the impact and is therefore not specific to the visual or auditory modality, but is instead amodal.
Of course, arbitrary intermodal associations need to be learned. For example, a baby is not born knowing the link between her mother's voice and face but must learn this association through experience. Although Mom's voice is inherently a part of her, the relationship between the sound of her voice and her face is not amodal. Other moms have different voices and faces, and their infants need to learn to link the two in a meaningful way. Similarly, infants are not born knowing the link between certain shapes and certain sounds (e.g., A sounds like "ay"), but instead must learn this arbitrary sound-shape correspondence. On the basis of empirical work, Gibsonians argue that infants do not have the cognitive capacity to learn arbitrary associations until 4 -7 months of age (Bahrick et al., 2005; Bahrick & Pickens, 1994) .
Both the Piagetian and Gibsonian perspectives have inspired studies of cross-modal perception during infancy that have yielded data consistent with their theoretical perspective: the apparent learning of cross-modal connections involving the linking of schemas during the second half of the first year of life, as predicted by Piaget; the early apparent understanding of at least some amodal correspondences and the later acquisition of arbitrary correspondences, as predicted by the Gibsonian view. We do not see our framework as a replacement for either of these theoretical approaches, because they were intended to account for far more than the development of cross-modal perception and there is considerable evidence for the developmental mechanisms they described. Instead, we see our framework as describing an additional developmental mechanism that provides new insights into the development of perception and language. The framework presented here differs from both perspectives in predicting that there are additional, natural correspondences present early in life because of the intrinsic wiring of the nervous system that are not amodal properties of the environment and that are not learned from regularities in the environment. In this article we have illustrated unique predictions that can be derived from a framework rooted in an understanding of synesthesia.
Although our framework generates novel predictions, it obviously does not constitute a complete description of the development of cross-modal perception. Arbitrary cross-modal correspondences present in the environment must be learned as well-but even that learning may be influenced by the presence of crosssensory connections that facilitate the learning of some arbitrary links: It may be easier for the newborn to learn to link the mother with an unusually large face to her unusually low-pitched voice than to an unusually high-pitched voice. Newborns' understanding of amodal correspondences, as posited by the Gibsonian framework, may be mediated in some cases by the mechanism posited here-inherent links between sensory systems that remain throughout life because they are reinforced by environmental feedback that prevents them from being pruned or inhibited.
Unlike the Gibsonian and Piagetian perspectives, the framework presented here can account for inverted-U-shaped developmental curves in which a particular cross-modal skill is present at birth or early in infancy, then disappears and returns later (for an earlier discussion of this, see Maurer, 1993; Maurer & Maurer, 1988; and Mondloch & Maurer, 2004) . A good example is imitation. Newborn babies appear to imitate tongue protrusion: When an adult model sticks out his tongue repeatedly, the baby's tongue is likely to begin to protrude (Meltzoff & Moore, 1977 ). Yet such imitation declines steadily over the next 6 months, and all evidence of the skill has vanished by 6 months of age (Abravanel & Sigafoos, 1984; Fontaine, 1984; Heimann, Nelson, & Schaller, 1989; Jones, 2007) . In fact, toward the end of the first year of life, infants seem to need to learn to imitate tongue protrusion, experimenting with the connection between the sight of someone else's face and the feelings on their own face (Piaget, 1952) . Further, there are different time courses for the (re)emergence of different imitative skills. For example, infants imitate the behavior of an adult who is tapping a table or saying "Aah" at 8 -10 months, but do not imitate putting a hand on the head or tongue protrusion until 16 -18 months (Jones, 2007) . If intersensory understanding does not occur until differentiated schemata are linked together in flexible recombinations, as Piaget proposed, then (a) intersensory imitation should not occur at birth; (b) it should not disappear and reappear; and (c) all imitative behaviors involving the same schemas should emerge around the same time. Likewise, according to the Gibsonian perspective, sensory information is (a) amodal and simple enough to be processed at birth; (b) amodal but more complex (e.g., embedded amodal relations such as the sound of many objects versus one object striking a surface), the processing of which emerges postnally; or (c) arbitrary, the processing of which can be learned from about 4 to 7 months of age. This perspective leaves no room for behaviors such as imitation that do not fall easily into either the present-at-birth or learned-later categories. In contrast, the perspective developed here offers a ready explanation of the U-shaped development: The early imitation may be based on direct connections between motor, proprioceptive, and visual sensory areas that are triggered automatically by stimulation of any of the three senses. As the sensory systems differentiate during development and some of those direct connections are pruned, the early imitation disappears, to reemerge later as the baby learns to connect more differentiated sensory systems. As expected, the early imitation is not precise: The model can be a looming pen instead of a tongue (Jacobsen, 1979) , and the imitation can occur as lunging fingers rather than a protruding tongue (Gardner & Gardner, 1970) . Nevertheless, remnants of the early connections may underlie the influence of the properties of moving objects on the speed and pitch of speech (see above). A similar explanation applies to the documented inverted-U developmental curve for cross-modal transfer between tactile exploration and visual recognition (Streri, 1987; Streri & Pecheux, 1986) and between the sound of a passage being read and the accompanying lip movements .
Conclusion
Synesthesia is a phenomenon of intersensory and intrasensory linkage. Its etiology seems to lie in the balance of synaptic pruning, neuronal inhibition, and the endurance of connections between sensory cortical areas characteristic of early childhood. Moreover, synesthesia appears to be a magnification of normative sensory processes. Although nonsynesthetic adults do not experience cross-modally induced sensory percepts, they do associate intersensory information nonrandomly, as synesthetes do. In all cases that have been tested to date, sensory associations are consistent between synesthetic adults, nonsynesthetic adults, and very young children. For example, all three groups associate pitch with lightness (Marks, 1974; Mondloch & Maurer, 2004; Ward et al., 2006) and some letters with colors (Day, 2004; Rich et al., 2005; Simner et al., 2005; Spector & Maurer, 2008a) . Such highly consistent sensory associations cannot be fully explained by learning, as the environment does not always follow the same patterns (e.g., lightly colored animals do not make higher pitched sounds, and Os are not routinely printed in white ink). Rather, some of these consistencies in sensory associations may reflect perseverant cortical connections, which are present at birth and influence a child's perceptual and language development. Preexistent connections cannot explain all intersensory correspondences, as many associations must be learned from the environment. However, the naturally biased associations that emerge from typical sensory cortical organization may constrain the development and expression of learned sensory associations. Thus, consistent with modern neuroconstructivist theories (e.g., Westermann et al., 2007) , the development of cross-modal and intramodal associations is related to a dynamic interplay between learned and naturally biased constraints on the development of neural structures. This framework leads to novel predictions about the cross-modal and crossdimensional associations likely to be present in infancy and early childhood.
The evidence summarized in this review suggests that there is a systematic way in which sensory information translates across modalities throughout development that influences what we pick up from the environment. Synesthetes may have conscious access to some of this translation process, the origins of which lie in the initial organization of the sensory neural system. Thus, synesthesia is far more than a quirky phenomenon: It is a window into the very nature of sensory processing and development.
